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SECTION I 2/

INTRODUCTION "4 to,

1. This memorandum contemplates intelligence measures in a transitory
situation where Japan agrees to surrender; no absolute demar-
cation in operational requirements is possible between: a) combat, b) pre-
surrender and c) surrender phases. A transient situation permits local
provisional measures but the long range effect of further occupations, at a
later date, must be considered,

2. This memorandum defines broad intelligence responsibilities though
delegation of certain functions is already provided for or contemplated,

3. General intelligence problems will be enormously magnified, in
contact with a fanatical population; there are no docile natives, as on New
Guinea or a pro-American population, as in the Philippines; every Japanese
national is an enemy; all intelligence may become operational intelligence;
sabotage and under-ground resistance are doubly menacing because of complicated
language and race psychology. All intelligence agencies must face this sinister
background and re-orient their general activities; an acute shortage of lang-
uage personnel requires close coordination of functions in the language field,

4. During the transitory phases, there will be certain general tasks
connected with intelligence; the majority of them may be started simultaneously
by the appropriate intelligence staffs; they are set out in an estimated
order of priority:

a. The immediate seizure of Intelligence Objectives.
b. The arrest and/or Intelligence control as specified by C-in-C

AFPAC of:
(i) Persons whose names appear on suspect Lists.

(ii) All Ge:aeral Staff Corps officers (and equivalent Naval
and air officers) who have not been taken into custody as
prisoners of war. (See Section X).

(iii) Persons in ccrtain specified positions of authority; officials
of certain prescribed organizations, viz:

Supreme Military Council
Cabinet Ministers
General Staff (Army & Navy)
Staffs of Military Districts (Army & Navy)
Staffs of Staff College (Army & Navy)
Staffs of Military and Naval Academy (Army & Navy)
Staffs of Training and Depot Establishments (Army & Navy)
Political Assn, of Greater Japan (Dai Nippon Seji Kai)

* Kempei Tai (Military Police)
* Tokumu Kikan (Army-Navy Secret Intell. Service)

Koku Sui-To (Extreme Nationalist Party)
Chizakura (Nat. Party - Manchuria)

* Kokuryu Kai (Black Dragon Society)
Nissho$ and related Extremist or Terrorist Societies
Teikoku Zaigo Gunjin Kai (Imp, Reserve Assn.)
Sotei Dan (Union of Able Bodied Men)
Shonen Dan (Youth Assn.)
Seinen Dan (Young Menns Assn.)

c. The destruction of the Japanese organization (*) for espionage,
sabotage and subversive activities.

d. Survey of the organizations of the Japanese Armed Forces to
facilitate demobilization and disarmament.

e. Survey of Japanese Military. scientific and technical devel-
opments and their application to peace and war,

f. Preservation and scrutiny of doc'-ments and archives in order
to acquire maximum knao'.ledge of Japanese methods and organization..

g. Organization'for the censorship of civil conmunications Japan.
5. The classification of categories of P.W. or civilian suspects,

under Par. 4B (iii) above, emphasizes the joint character of operational
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intelligence (O.I.) and counter-intelligence (C.I.); the use of joint
interrogation and translation centers, civilian internment camps adjacent
to FJ camps, Reparation of standard questionnaires giving guidance on O.I,
and C.I. interrogations and the selection of certain P.t. and suspects,
for more intensive investigation, etc, suggest themselves as indispensable
joint measures. (See Section X)

6. There is an identity of interest between operational intelligence
counter-intelligence and public safety (as, represented by 1iilitary Govern-
ment, the Provost ,ILrshal, etc.)

It is essential that at all levels there should be complete un-
animity on policy and that collaboration in action is continuous. This
can be accomplished by the formation of joint committee of-representatives
of Theater G-2, Army or District C-2, Counter Intelligence, Provost Marsh-
al General and Military Government, to be known as J.C.IS., (J~int Com-
mittee on Intelligence Security),.

7. In order to carry out these tasks, it will be necessary for all
the Services to reorganize their Intelligence facilities and to make
additional Intelligence personnel available. The guiding principle is
that, so far as is practicable, continuity in personnel, methods and
channels should be observed.

It is anticipated that the operational stage vill lead gradually
into "Blacklist" condition; in such circumstances it will be necessary
for similar Intelligence Plans to be put into effect either partially or
wholly during the operational stage in occupied areas, in analogous situ-
ations under "Olyipic" and "Coronet".

SECTION II

COI.DITIONS II, JAPAN AFTER COLLAPSE ORP SUPTE',DSR

1. Since the Japanese, as a nation, have not previously experienced
an overwhelming defeat terminating in either collapse or unconditional
surrender, no precedent is available for guidance; the problem is largely
one of Japanese psychology not readily appreciated by the 1Western lind.
Historically, Japanese have surrendered unconditionally to other Japanese;
as a nation they have bowed to the demands of 'estern Powers in situations
involving a threat of war; thiey have at least locally, suffered a high
degree of disorganization as result of major disasters. It is not believed,
however, that these expeeriences furnish a sufficient index by which the be-
havior and reactions of the Japanese population could beaccurately measured.

2. Attitude of People and Officials under the conditions assumed
in Par. 1 - a, of Basic Plane The following discussions (-) present

aspects of the siutation under several conceivable contingencies to gauge
the attitude of people and officials, viz:

CASE a. Surrender of the Japanese Government

Before Invasion of any of the Home Islands.
The administrative structure would be basically intact and the

transfer of authority from the Japanese Tmperor and the Japanese Govern-
ment Government to the Allied Ivlitary Government would be in an orderly
manner. Japanese administrative officers would be instructed by their

Emperor to remain in office. A number sufficient to carry on essential

functions would probably comply. Their efficiency would be low- for some

time, but that condition would have to be treated with some tolerance

because it would be due primarily to factors such as: (1) great mental
and emotional confusion over facing a situation without precedent in

Japanese experience; (2) conditions arising out of air raid damges, in-

cluding disruption of the chain of command from a centralized authority,

loss of homes and relatives, and lowered physical condition.
The Jspanese people wrould be in immediate need of food and shelter,

they are amenable to direction and intrinsically obedient, and probably

would comply with Allied orders and try to go about their daily tasks.

Their efforts to help themlselves would tend to be ineffective for a while,

because there would be widespread confusion, both psychological and

physical. It would be essential to forestall disorders arising out of

dire need for daily necessities.

(*) Dept, of State.Extracts .
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As a result of extensive bombing and fire damage, Japanese in-
dustry would be generally disorganized, transportation disrupted and the
distribution of food seriously impaired .. In such a situation many busi-
ness and financial leaders would be willing to cooperate with the occupy-
ing forces in bringing some degree of order out of the existing chaos.

Beneath the surface there would soon be maneuvering among Japan-
ese political elements, with various groups struggling to gain sufficient
following to come forard in due course to build a now Japanese Government.

CASE b: The Japanese Government Surrenders
After Invasion-of One of the Home Islands Other than Honshu.

Under this assumption, conditions would be essentially the same
as under case (a), except in the invaded area where confusion arising out
of death and injury, lack of food and shelter, and the destruction of
public utilities and other facilities would be greater.

CASE c: The Japanese Government Surrenders
After the Invasion of Honshu.

Under this assumption, conditions would be similar to but still
more confused than those under case (b). Administrative difficulties
would be greater because of the increased degree of disruption to the
chain of command from a centralized authority, there would be increased
disruption of the Japanese economy, and a greater number of people would
be affected by death and injury, lack of food and shelter and the destruc-
tion of public utilities and other facilities.

CASE d: The Japanese Home Islands Have Been Invaded and Organ-
ized Resistance Therein Has Ceased but the Japanese Government Has Not
Surrendered and Has Gone Underground.

Under these circumstances, the occupation authorities would not
have the advantage of assistance by the Emperor and the Japanese Govern-
ment in bringing about a cooperative attitude on the part of the Japanese
people and of Japanese administrative officials. It would be fruitless
for the occupying forces to set up an interim Japanese Government to
assist in this matter as its lack of constitutional authority would de-
prive it of influence. The factors leading to confusion, inefficiency
and disorder would be at maximum strength and rould require great efforts
on the part of the occupation authorities to prevent chaos, fMany ad-'
ministrative officials would refuse to continue in office under the di-
rection of the Military Government. The lack of a mandate from a Japanese
Government to stay at work and the probable issuance of orders to sabotage
the Allied effort would aggravate the inefficiency and confusion of those
continuing in office. This condition, plus almost complete disruption of
the chain of command from a centralized authority and maximum disruption
of the national economy would greatly increase administrative difficulties.

SECTION III

GECiERAL MILITARY ORGANIZATION

1.' In connection with determining the intelligence organization of
units involved in the occupation of JAPAN, the commander's mission and
the characteristics of the population are of paramount importance, As
to the former, the specific tasks assigned commanders are given in subpar

3,c. (l)(b), beginning io p. 13,'"!Basic Outline Plan for tBlacklistt
Operations".

2. The general coordination and control of JAPAN are vested in the
Commander-in Chief, United States Army Forces, Pacific. The areas of
initial occupation, token into our control in 3 Phases, are given in sub-
par 3.a. on pT;, "Basic Outline Plan". It should be noted that this same
subpar indicates that other areas may have to be occupied.

3, Intelligence policy in all its aspects ia formulated by
General Headquarters, Armies :axr responsible for the detailed plan-
ning of the intelligence organization for their respective areas of oc-
cupation. They .keep GHQ informed of the progress made in their
planning, to ensure that they proceed along similar lines and that no
divergencies occur which might create a gap in the overall picture.

4., a. It is evident that much larger intelligence organizations
will be needed by occupation units than formerly sufficed in combat.
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Suitable personnel vill have to be selected from other staff sections and
subordinate units.

b. The intelligence organization of a unit in an urban area will
differ markedly from that of an identical unit in a rural area. It would
therefore be impracticable to draw up uniform T/O&Es for the intelligence
organizations of occupation units,

5. As plans are carried to the point where final estimates can be
made of the intelligence personnel requirements of units, tentative
selections thereof should be made or they may be requested from higher
authority where they might be made available as in the case of CIC personnel.

SECTION IV

OERAPTIOTNAL INTELLIGENCE

1. The Operational Intelligence Staffs within Ariries vwill be con-
fronted with a mass of information requiring analysis and evaluation for
use by their ovrn Disairlament and Disbandment Staffs. The main role of
GHQ, AFPAC will be to supplement this information and produce Intelligence
guidance on long-term policy. As usual, the greatest sources of inform-
ation, collected locall y by Armies, will be documents and interrogation
reports.

2. The information Trill be required for various purposes, which can
be broadly set out as follows:

a. Tactical requirements.
b. Planning requirements.
c. Checking of information supplied by the Japanese.
do Technical Intelligence.
e, Military Intelligence research.
f. Air Reconnaissance.

3. TACTICAL REQUIREIMENTS: Responsibility for Operational Intel-
ligence in its present form will continue, probably on a diminishing
scale. It will still be necessary for Intelligence Staffs to cover all
aspects of tactical Intelligence required in establishing control over
the. Japanese armed Forces and in initiating their disarmament.

4. Intelligence Staffs vill need to work in intimate contact vrth
Counter Intelligence Staffs, who follow closely all matters connected with
underground movements. They will also be required to follow the political
trends in their areas. (See Sec. x)

5. PLAJNNINTG RTEQUITR1:NTS: Intelligence Staffs will be required to
provide the Intelligence on which the plans for the disarmament and dis-
bandment of the Japanese armed forces are based, Tork on this will prob-
ably prove the most onerous of Intelligence tasks. In certain areas,
where almost all records have been destroyed, it may prove necessary to
recreate such records as are required, by the use of interrogation reports.

6. CHECKING OF I:FOPRIATION SUPPLIED BY THE JAPANESE: Japanese com-
manders will be instructed on surrender to submit immediately information
regarding order of battle, locations, strengths, equipment and stocks. It
will, however, be essential that such information be subjected to constant
checks to prevent any attempts at evasion or concealments For this reason,
Intelligence Staffs continue to maintain their own order of battle and
estimates.

7. TECHNICAL INTELLIG-EnCE: The normal tasks of Technical Intel-
ligence will continue in the occupational period. After the cessation of
hostilities, Technical Intelligence will have to search for what technical
developments have been made and are being used in secret. In addition,
Technical Intelligence vill be required to help in certain disarmament
problems, (See Sec, XIII)

8o MILITARY INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH: It will be necessary and advis-
able to initiate enquiries on:

a. How Japan fought the war in all its army aspects.
b. The accuracy of our own Intelligence estimates.
c. The collation of certain long-term Intelligence, such as topo-

graphy or engineer Intelligence.
9. AIR RECONNAISSANCE: The need for Air Reconnaissance, both visual

and photographic, will remain. It will be devoted mainly to checking that
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Japanese troop concentrations are being carried out as directed; that
there is no unwarranted rail activity; and that dumps and installations
are not being interferred with. Photographic interpreters vwill be re-
quired to continue their functions in this respect. Consideration should
also be given to long-term plans for Air Reconnaissance for survey, topo-
graphical and other purposes.

SECTION V

THE HANiDLING OF CAPTURED l'E,.I DOCUTiE2TS

THE PROBLEM OF DOCULIETTS:
1. In view of the peculiar dependence of the Japanese on the

written record, every detail of military life and administration is com-
mitted to paper. The vital importance of intelligence obtained from
captured Japanese documents has been realized, and directives have been
issued on their seizure, exploitation, and processing. In the "BLACKLIST"
period, the general principles of the inter-Service handling of documents
hitherto in force will- continue in accordance Trith GHQ S.-PA SOPI F0. 23,
dated 8 September 1944, and GHQ AFPAC SOPI No. dated (in pre-
paration).

2. As the occupation of Japan proceeds, documents rill become
available' in greater quantity than ever before; they will be of much
wider application than those found in countries previously occupied by
the enemy, in that they will be essential in all aspects of ilitary
Government.

3. During the operational phase, the main emphasis is immediate
exploitation of documeaonts of operational importance. The problem in any
area of Japan in which organized resistance has ceased is of a different
character. The continued evacuation of documents wrill prove impossible
because of their great bulk and volume; it will be inadvisable because
their removal would hampryer the establishment of civil control, the pro-
cess of disarmament and disbandment, and the tasks of research. It twill,
therefore, be necessary for Language Detachments to select for evacuation
through normal channels to Allied Translator and Interpreter Section,
GHQ, only such documents as are of immediate general importance. The
remainder will, so far as possible, be left "in place" after arrangements
have been made for their safeguarding. Documents which cannot be so left
must be carefully collected in central repositories to await final dis-
position.

4. A great number of agencies will be searching for documents,
and it is required that all such agencies register with the Army ATIS
Advanced Echelon of the District in which they will be operating. It
must be impressed on them that, although they are free to collect what
documents they require, permission to take them out of the area must be
obtained from the Army ATIS Advanced Echelon concerned, and the removal
registered there. There are represented at GHQ AFPAC, nmany agencies wIho
will requir6e to.see documents'for action in Japan before they are evacuated

5. The vast majority of documents will, however, remain "in
place". It will therefore be necessary to notify all interested agencies
of what is available and lwhere it is to be found. This will be done by
each Army ATIS Advanced Echelon preparing and circulating locally, lists
of the documents available in their areas. Copies of these lists will be
sent to ATIS GHQ, who will disseminate them as required.

6. There wvillbe types of documents which can only be efficiently
evaluated in -iahington or which require detailed analysis and research.
These classes of documents will be sent to ATIS GHQ for action.

7. A more difficult problem arises regarding the selection of
documents which as a matter of policy must not be left in Japan. Such
as those dealing with the Yar efforts and organization of the armed forces
and the l'ar Diaries and studies of the various ca-mpaigns. To leave such
documents intact in Japan would give any future Japanese General Staff
the groundwork for creating a fresh military machine and the data for an
examination of their errors in strategy and tactics in this war. It will
be necessary for all such documents to be specially listed and marked
as documents that must eventually be evacuated or destroyed.

7~~~~~~~~~~~~~TP
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8, Special efforts will be made to secure all records and plans
of the following:

(i) The central Japanese government, Japanese military
organizations, engaged in military research, and such other
governmental agencies as may be deemed advisable,

(ii) All police organizations, including security and politi-
cal police.

(iii) Japanese economic organizations and industrial establish-
ment s

(iv) Institutes and special bureaus established in Japan de-
voting themselves to race, political, and similar research.

(v) Documents required by the various echelons of Japanese
Government and Armed Forces Command in exercise of their fun-
ctions under United States Control must remain accessible to the
Japanese Authorities concerned.

DOCU:iNT PROCEDURE:
9, A brief summary is given below of the policy to be adopted

in handling documents:
(i) All documents seized must be safeguarded..

(ii) Only documents of imediate general importance will be
evacuated, Those required by Japanese Government and Command
Agencies operating under United States Control will remain
accessible to Japanese Authorities concerned.
(iii) Evacuation through established military channels ATIS

GHQ.
(iv) No documents ,rill be removed by anybody without the per-

missions of the local ATTS Advanced Echelon,
(v) Document so removed must be registered at the local

ATIS Advanced Echelon,
(vi) Location lists of documents will be circulated.,

(vii) The greatest care should be taken when removing documents
to remove them in the order in vhich they are found, and to dis-
arrange them as little as possible. It is especially important
that- documents dealing with any piece of machinery or equipment,
e.g., Radar, should not be separated from the material to which
they refer.,
(viii) Documents of purely C.I. interest, may be evacuated
through C.I. channels. After exploitation by C.I. they will be
passed to ATIS GHQ. C.I. may, if deslrable, freeze any document
important for Counter Intelligence operations, subject to the
authorization of the senior Intelligence Officer at the head-
quarters concerned.

(ix) All cryptograph. c documents will be expeditiously handl-
ed as prescribed in GHQ SWA SOPI No. 23, dated 8 September 19hh,
and GHQ AFIAC SOPI No. _ dated (in preparation).

RES1iONSIBILITIES OF GHQ AFZAC:
10, (i) Establishment of ATIS at GHQ AFiAC, of Advanced ATIS at

ADVON AFiAC, and of an ATIS Advanced Echelon at Tokyo.
(ii) Go-ordination of all matters of inter-Service relation-

ship regarding documents,
(iii) Direction on the types of documents -which must be left

"in place" and those which are required for ultimate evacuation
from Japan or destruction, as a matter of policy.

(iv) Arrangement for making available to the Navy of records
required by them.

(v) Liaison with M.I.R.S., War Dept., on documents policy,
problems and procedure.

(vi) Detailed analysis of documents as required,

- 6 -
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(vii) Receiving and complying .rith requests fo6rinhformatiQa ,.
on documents.
(viii) Supply of copies of documents held at ATIS Advanced
Echelons.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF ARTIES:
11, (i) Arranging for seizure and safeguarding of documents,

(ii) Detailed planning for the handling of documents through-
out their areas of responsibility,

(iii) Establishment of such ATIS Advanced Echelons as may be
required in addition to those Language Detachments and ATIS
Advanced Echelons operating with Divisions, Corps, Armies, and
Task Forces..

(iv) Requisitioning for all equipment recuired in their areas,
including microfilm and laboratory apparatus.

(v) Action on requests for documents held locally, either by
producing the original or copies.

TOKYO:
12. From the purely military point of view, the biggest and most

important collection of documents should theoretically be found in Tokyo
or vicinity. It ray therefore be necessary to create an ATIS Advanced
Echelon of suitable proportions~ with adequate reproduction resources*
This ATIS Advanced Echelon should initially be organized on an integrated
basis, and vill be established by GIQ AF'AC under the G-2 Advance Section,
GHQ AFiAC will arrange for the supply of the necessary equipment.

NAVAL DOCUEMf S:
13. Naval documents will be transferred to Naval authority in

accordance with arrangements between CINCAFi-AC and CINCFAC. (See Section VII)
14. Naval Intelligence is responsible for informing Army and Air

Intelligence Staffs of any matters of military or air interest arising
from Naval documents.

15. Documents of inter-Service interest exploited by Army or Air
Staffs will subsequently, if applicable, be passed by them to the Navy.

AIR FORCE DOCTMENTS:
16. Air Force documents, including documents concerning the JAF

Supply Services and the organization of the Japanese aircraft industry,
must be transferred to the nearest Air Force or Air Corps Intelligence
Officer. These will be processed through Air Force channels to ATIS.

17. As some JAF documents contain information of importance to
ground forces, it is the responsibility of Air Intelligence to inform
Intelligence Staffs of-the contents of such documents and make them
available for inspection or reproduction.

18. Documents other than Air Force documents vhich interest Air
Intelligence will first be expl6ited by the Army Intelligence and will

then be passed to the nearest Air Intelligence. These documents will be

returned after exploitation through normal Army channels..

DIPLIOMATIC AND CONSULAR DOCUIENTS:
19. Such documents in the custody of the protecting power (neutral)

will be respected,
20. Documents not in the custody of the protecting power (neutral)

will be guarded pending instructions from GHQ AFPAC as to their disposal,
21. If substantial reason exists for believing diplomatic or consular

premises were used for warlike operations, the protecting power (neutral)
may be asked for permission to search the premises. If this permission
is delayed unreasonably; CINCAFPAC, will decide whether or not the search
is to be initiated,

- 7 -
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SECTION VI B 2i -.3 UA

INTERROGATION OF PRISONERS OF WAR AND SUSPECTS

POLICY OF INTERROGATION:
1. In the BLACKLIST period, the shift in emphasis from the interr-

ogation needs of Operational Intelligence to those of Counter Intelligence,
will become more pronounced. An increase in the number of interrogators,
trained in Counter Intelligence methods, if practicable, will therefore be
required.

TYPES OF PERSONS TO BE INTERROGATED:
2. (i) Ordinary PT or disarmed Japanese of purely C.I. interest.

(ii) Ordinary PW or disarmed Japanese with a C.I. background.
(iii) Civilians, such as members of the Black Dragon or other

terrorist societies, who have been arrested on C.I.
instructions.

(iv) Internees in concentration camps.
(v) Technical, scientific, economic, financial, etc., experts.

ORGANIZATION OF ATIS INTERROGATION CENTERS:
3. ATIS GHQ will continue to operate at present location until

such time as Japan is occupied by its permanent garrison. ATIS Language
Detachments and CIC detachments, augmented by Japanese-speaking personnel,
will normally remain with their organic tactical units. CIC units, however,.
may be reassigned according to the exigencies of the situation. ATIS units
may be reinforced by teams and detachments of Divisions, Corps, and Armies
not involved in the occupation. ATIS Interrogation Centers and Language
Detachments will be given C.I, training, if practicable, and will be augmented
by C.I. personnel so that each unit is capable of conducting both Intelligence
and Counter Intelligence Interrogation.

4. Selectees for detailed interrogation will be sent to ATIS or
ADVATIS. Special arrangements will normally have to be made, according to
circumstances, for the interrogation of Japanese financial, economic,
scientific, and other experts.

CIVILIAN INTERNMENT CAPIFS:
5. When Japan has been fully occupied, or when Military Administrat-

ive Districts are set up in the rear of our advancing forces, internment
camps for civilian suspects may be established as required by Army Commanders.
The Intelligence control of these camps will be the responsibility of Intell-
igence staffs, to be allocated for the purpose by Army Commanders. It is
desirable that internment camps should be set up in the immediate neigh-
borhood of PW camps, to facilitate interrogation problems. Certain types of
PW of C.I. interest may be segregated and held, pending instructions for
their final disposal.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF GHQ AFPAC:
6. (i) Preparation of questionnaire giving guidance on OoI. and

C.I. interrogation and the selection of suitable PW.
(ii) The establishment of ATIS Interrogation Centers.

(iii) The channel through which all requests for Intelligence
from interrogation are submitted by U.S. agencies, outside
GHQ.

(iv) The channel through which Intelligence obtained from
interrogation is passed back to U.S.

(v) To co-ordinate when necessary the work of ATIS Interrogation
Centers.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF ARJAIES.:
7. (i) Setting up of the necessary interrogation facilities.

(ii) Provision of interrogators, These men should be drawn
from existing Army (Corps) interrogation personnel, and
augmented by C.I. personnel.
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8, See Section VII.

AIR INTERROGATION:
9. It is not generally intended that Air representation av .T' S

Interrogation Centers established in Japan -will consist of more than
screening officers. Air Interrogators will be attached or given access
to interrogation centers and internment camps, and dill be given facili-
ties to interrogate persons anyviere likely to be in possession of in-
formation of Air interest,

SECTION VII

NAVAL INTELLIGENCE

1, In general, Naval intelligence activities in JAPAN Proper wrill
be based upon the principles of complete access and full interchange of in-
formation between the Army and Navy, and that of prompt transfer of appro-
priate intelligence material to the Navy,

2, Detailed arrangements between CTICAFPAC and CINCPAC covering
Naval intelligence activities in JAPAN Proper will be disseminated to agencies
affected at appropriate times,

SECTION VIII

EXPLOITATION OF AIR INTELLIGENCE OBJECTIVES

1, DEFINITIONS:
For general convenience, captured or surrendered installations,

material, documents and persons of particular interest to the Air Force
Intelligence organizations are referred to in this document as Intelli-
gence Objectives or Targets.

The first Air Intelligence Objective becomes that of immediate
neutralization of all aircraft and airborne weapons, in place, at the
moment of surrender - augmented by the further condition that all air
flights of any nature must cease immediately, as of the moment of sur-
render, until effective control measures are established,

By exploitation of Intelligence Targets is meant the seizure,
safeguarding, preliminary interrogation of persons and their subsequent
processing; and the recording, preliminary scanning and subsequent pro-
cessing of documents to the appropriate collating agency,

2, AUTHORITY:
Air intelligence targets to be investigated willlinclude::

a, Information necessary for the disarmament, demobilization and
demilitarisation of the J.A.F. and its associated para-military associa-
tions,

b. Intelligence Targets contributing to the termination of the war
against JAPANESE satellites:

c. Intelligence concerning the extent of JAPANESE-GEMRAN interchange
of scientific and technical developments,

d, Intelligence check on the effectiveness of Allied air operations
as well as a check on the accuracy and completeness of Air Intelligence
estimates,

e, Technical intelligence for research purposes,

3, ORGANIZATION:
Subject to coordination with AFPAC, the Air Force will be re-

sponsible for:

-9--
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a, Air Intelligence for disarmament purposes
channels to AFPAC.

b» Intelligence policy for air disarmament problems.

4. MACHINERY FOR ACCOMPLISHNENT:

During this period, Intelligence Objectives will be exploited by:

a, Normal Air Intelligence gathering agencies now in the field, in-
cluding Technical Intelligence and Air P/r Interrogation Teams.

b. By Staffs of U.S. Air disarmament formations.
Normal Air Intelligence gathering agencies, following the advancing

armies will continue, as at present, to exploit Air Intelligence Objectives.
After surrender or collapse of resistance, Air Intelligence agencies and
staffs will be made available to disarmament staffs as circumstances re-
quire for specialized intelligence investigationse

5. EXPLOITATION OF INTELLIGENCE OBJECTIVES:
Intelligence officers vill be attached to field formations of

FEAF disarmament formations, when deployed, for the purpose of screening
and reporting to higher headquarters. Intelligence staffs will determine
by examination of Intelligence Objectives whether air documents should be
evacuated or remain in place.

Target lists will be prepared by AFPAC and other Air Force agencies,
particularly those concerned with Technical Air Intelligence,

Special operations may be mounted against particular cities or
areas in vhich there are concentrated a large number of Intelligence Ob-
jectives. Special Army Detachments ("T Forces") may be organized to
seize and guard Intelligence Objectives in these areas. Qualified air
pcrsonnel, charged with the investigation of all Air Intelligence Ob-
jectives tithin these areas will be attached to teams of specialists and
interrogators.

Where-air teams are not available for exploitation of Air Intel-
ligence Objectives, by arrangement with Armies, seizure of such objectives
will be entrusted to local forces.

6. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE:
Although most of the primary Intelligence Objectives will be

designated, the normal method of collecting technical Intelligence in the
field by specialized Intelligence Officers (TAIU) or teams will continue.

7. INTERROGATION:
Specialized Air Force Interrogators will be attached or have

access to all Interrogation Centers, Internment Camps (Military and Civil).
In general, it is not intended that Air representation at detailed Inter-
rogation Centers in JAPAN will consist of more than screening officers*
(See Section VI)

8. SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE:
This forms the subject of separate inter-Service instruction.

SECTION IX

SEIZURE OF PRIMARY INTELLIGENCE TARGETS

1. a. The War Department and other Washington agencies have studied the
JAPANESE internal situation in detail and selected "sources" where it is
estimated particularly important intelligence may be found.
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b. Such sources of needed intelligence X areTnteTliec Xs",
and it is evident that they will be particularly concentrated in urban areas.
These targets may include any or several of the following:

(1) Records and documents found in certain army hqs, buildings, ministries,
factories, government agencies, etc.

(2) Persons of certain categories such as Imperial Headquarters officers.;.
known scientists of a certain research laboratory, etc.

(3) Material and equipment, including munitions and materials of all
kinds and those found in a certain factory, etc.

(4) Industrial plants,
(5) Agencies of diverse kinds such as the headquarters of a particular

unit or type of unit, ministries, news bureaus, universities,
(6) Military or naval establishments or installations.

2. a. Early seizure, securing, and exploitation of such targets are
essential according to priorities set by GHQ.

b, By furnishing Military Police or, in an emergency, even a combat unit,
in reserve, unit commanders will often be able to facilitate seizure and pro-
vide the temporary guard for a valuable target,
3. The detailed organization for the exploitation of intelligence targets
will be the subject of later orders.
4. Certain targets are of primary interest for exploitation by air and naval
commands, which will take the appropriate action indicated by the nature of
the target. (See Section VIII and VII).

SECTION X

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE

1. GENERAL: The surrender of Japan or a substantial part'thereof
will alter the general mission of Counter Intelligence operations. In
addition to insuring military security by denying information to the enemy,
Counter Intelligence personnel will be confronted with the problem of suppress-
ion of organizations, individuals and movements whose existence and continued
activities are considered an impediment to the lasting peaceful reconstruction
of Japan. The nation wide character of organizations and movements within
this category, and the dislocation of population which may precede our
occupation will necessitate coordination and control of Counter Intelligence
activities by General Headquarters, USAFPAC.

2. Personality Cards containing names of persons constituting a
menace to Allied security should be compiled from Counter Intelligence files,
to be supplied to Armies, Counter Intelligence staffs in the field will
seek out and arrest all persons in Annexes A, as qualified thereafter by CinC
AFPAC, especially members of the KEMPEI TAI, TOKUMU KIKAN, KOKURYU KAI, NISSHO
and other extremist societies; see also Section I, paragraph 4.

3. Internment camps, for apprehended persons, will be established in
accordance with local requirements; the Intelligence control remains the
responsibility of Intelligence staffs, to be allocated for this purpose by
Commanders; armies will provide for interrogation facilities at Internment
camps, as necessary; further particulars regarding interrogations are in
Section VI.

4. Lists of Headquarters of KEMPEI TAI, TOKUMU KIKAN, the KOKURYU DAI
and other extremist societies are being supplied to Armies, covering towns and
districts on their axis of advance. Commanders will arrange for the seizure
of such premises. All persons focund therein will be detained pending the
arrival of Counter Intelligence officersc All documents will be seized and
preserved for expert examination, (See Section V; also Annex A of this
Section).

ELIMINATION OF EXTREMIST SOCIETIES AND PREVENTION OF THEIR REBIRTH:
5. The KEMPEI TAI, TCKUMIU KIKAN, the KOKURYU DAI, other extremist

societies such as NISSHO, eid all affiliates will be dissolved. See Annex
A and B, this Section,

DISPOSAL OF THE JAPANESE GENERAL STAFF:
6, G-2 GHQ will collect lists of all officers of the General Staff, to

be furnished Navel Commands, Armies and Air Staffs for co-ordinated action.
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7. GHQ AFPAC will be responsible for the control and disposition of
Japanese Imperial Headquarters. Army Commanders are charged with control
and disposition of subordinate headquarters and echelons of command within
their respective areas of responsibility. Certain elements of these head-
quarters and echelons of command will be retained in being for the period
necessary to disarm and demobilize the Armed Forces of JAPAN.

8. All General Staff Officers who have not been taken into custody as
Prisoners of War, Officers who have adverse records, or are on Counter Intell-
igence Personality Cards, or listed as War Criminals, and any officer
who is regarded as potentially dangerous, will be detained. In cases of
officers functioning in Headquarters temporarily retained in being as out-
lined above, they will retain such liberties as are essential to performance
of their assigned duties, subject to surveillance arranged by Counter"
Intelligence in consultation with military authorities concerned.

PREVENTION OF JAPANESE ESPIONAGE, SABOTAGE AND SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITIES:
9. Normal Counter Intelligence activities against enemy espionage,

sabotage and subversive activities will be continued vigorously and intensive
security education programs will be instituted to alert the troops to the
vigilance necessary while present in enemy territory. The employment by
Japanese of foreign nationals for espionage must be balanced by an adequate
counter-espionage service coordinated with the theater G-2 on matters of
theater level interest.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF GHQ, AFPAC:
10. This Headquarters will be responsible for the following:

(L) Direction of Counter Intelligence policy in Japan.
(ii) The supply of all necessary Counter Intelligence information.

In order to discharge this function, Counter Intelligence
will undertake the maintenance of a central Card Index of suspect
personalities. It will also maintain a central record of all
persons arrested and their locations.

(iii) Establishment of a policy regarding disposal of arrested
suspects,

(iv) The setting up of a joint C.I. and O.I. organization for
interrogation. For particulars, see Section VI.

(v) Technical research on sabotage and advice concerning preventive
measure s

(vi) Coordination of Counter - Espionage on Theater level.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF ARJIES:
11. Armies will be responsible for the following:

(i) Measures to implement the policy of GHQo
(ii) Execution of Counter Intelligence measures in their respective

areas,

(iii) Build-up and organization of Army and Corps (District) C.I.
Staffs.

(iv) Organization of central registry and records system,
(v) Coordination of the interchange of information between sub-

ordinate units.
(vi) Report to GHQ.

NAVY AND AIR:
12, For particulars of Naval and Air Counter Intelligence, see Section

VII and VIII respectively. These staffs will work in close cooperation with
Army C.I. staffs.
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LISTS OF ARRESTED PERSONS:
13. It will be necessary for a record of all persons arrested and

their locations to be held centrally, so that immediate information is
available to ascertain whether a suspect has already been arrested and-
Where he is held.

ANNEX "All SETCTION X:

1. 'lhen the American Forces occupy Japan it will be necessary td
arrest and detain a considerable number of persons in order to achieve
the two main objects of safeguarding the security of the American Forces
and accomplishing the destruction of Japanese organizations.

2. In addition to the Black List, the following categories of sus-
pects will also be arrested and detained: (Sao Notes Belonw)

a,-, Imperial Household
b. Supreme Military Council: All personnel
c-*. Privy Council
d*.- Cabinet Ministers
e*t. Vice Ministers
f*, Regional Superintendents - General of the 8 Administrative

Districts
g*x-. General Staff (Anmy and Navy)
he'-t. Staffs of Military Districts in occupied countries and terri-

tories (Army and Navy)
i. Staffs of Staff College (Army and Navy)
j, Staffs of Military and Naval Academy
k. Staffs of Training Establishments (Army and Navy)
1. Kempei Tai
m. Tokumu Kikan (Army and Navy)
n, Koku'Sui-To (Extreme Nationalist Party)
o. CHIZAKURA (Connected vrith Manchuria)
p. Kokurya Kai (Black Dragon Society)
q. NISSHO and other extremist or terrorist societies.
r, Administrative Officials of TEIKOKU ZAIGO GUNJIN InI (Imp.

Reserve Assn.)
s, Administrative Officials of SOTEI DAN (Union of Able Bodied

Men)
t. Administrative Officials of SHONEN DAN (Youth Assn.)
u. Administrative Officials of SEINEN DAN (Young Mens Assn.)

* Subject to such liraitations and detailed instructions as are
specified in directives on T:ilitary Government, to be issued.

*8* Subject to such limitations and detailed instructions as are
specified in directives covering disarmament and de-
mobilization of the Japanese Armed Forces, to be issued.

ANN1EX "B" SECTION X:

Offices and organizations which will be disbanded and cease to func-
tion at once, and in the case of which no problem of the disarmament and
disbandment of para-military formations arises. Dissolution must cover
all branch offices.

1, Polietical Association of Greater Japan (DM NIPPON SEIJI KNI).
This Association extends through Regional Prefectural and City or

Ciunty levels dovm to District Group or City Ward Branches and Neighbor-
hood Associations, For the purposes of military government by means of
Hoko it may be desirable to preserve the lower levels of the above organ-
izations such as the District Group or City Ward Branches and Neighbor-
hood Associations.

a. Political Affairs committee.
b. Headquarters, sub-divided into the following sections.
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(1) Propaganda and enlightennent.
(2) National defense.
(3) Civilian life.
(A) Increased nroduction.
(5) Youth movement.
(6) Party organization section.
(7) House of Representatives Section.

2. Nation-Wide Associations.
a. Combat Corps,
bo People's Volunteer Corps.
c. Student Corps (GAKU DO TAI) succeeds Young Liens Association

(SEINEN DAN).
d. Industrial Patriotic Service Association.
e. Agricultural Patriotic Service Association.
f. Patriotic Service Corps,
g. Mechanized National Defense Association.
h. Maritime Transportation Total Superintendence Section (with

control offices at Kobe, Niigata, Fushiki, Tsuruga, Funakawa).
i. Shipping Management Association.

3. Organizations of Scientists.
a. Technical Board,
b. Japanese Technical Society.
c. Science Mobilization Association.
d. All Japan Science League.

SECTION XI

CIVIL CENSORSHIP RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Effective censorship of civilian communications is dependent upon
the centralization of the technical direction and control of censorship
activities at the theater level, This control will be exercised with the
primary objective of promoting military security and the peaceful future of
the country and of detecting for action by appropriate agencies all
activities running counter to these objectives. Since the national system
of communication channels conforms to the pattern set by the physical
facilities available to transmit, effective, economical censorship can be
exercised only at the central points created by these physical facilities.
These points may or may not, coincide with those established for the purpose
of effecting military government control.

2c The complication of the language problem is Japan and the paucity
of linguists, require, at least initially, the compulsory use of English
in communications.

3. Civil Censorship will be so conducted as to facilitate continuity
of the large scale peaceful commerce required to maintain the flow of food
supplies and materials for shelter to urban and other food deficient in war-
ravaged areas.

4. Detailed Plan is in process of preparation to be issued later.

NAVAL CENSORSHIP:
5. Naval liaison Officers will be attached to GHQ AFPAC as arranged

with CINCPAC, to coordinate Naval censorship with the general regulations
laid down, and to provide Naval guidance where required for any civil
censorship controlled by GHQ AFPACo

_ se



SECTION XII ^ i

SIGNAL COEMUNICATIONS

WIRE AND CABLE SECURITY:
1. Immediately subsequent to the surrender of Japan, existing enemy

wire and cable circuits, both civilian and military, will to the extent
necessary, be placed under strict United States Military control and restricted
to the passage of United Nations military, naval and air traffic except as
hereafter indicated. These systems may be used for the passing of connun-
ications and messages originated by enemy nationals and the nationals of other
countries upon approval of the United States Military and Naval censors only.
An active surveillance will be conducted on the circuits authorized for such
use for the purpose of detecting and preventing illicit transmissions.

2. The United States Army Commanders and the Commanding Generalp AFWESPAC,
within their respective zones of action, are charged with the responsibility
for the measures necessary to insure compliance with the instructions contained
in Paragraph 1 immediately above.

RADIO SECURITY:
1. To the extent necessary, military, naval, air and civilian owned

radio transmitting and receiving stations (except radio receivers used for
the reception of voice broadcasts) of the enemy and of the nationals of other
nations will be seized, placed under strict military control and reserved
for use of the United States Armed Forces and the armed forces of friendly
nations except when their use is authorized for other purposes by the United
States Army Commanders and the Commanding General, AFWESPAC, within their
respective zones of action.

2. Active radio surveillance will be conducted in all areas for the
purpose of the detection, interception and location of radio stations con-
ducting illicit transmissions. The traffic so intercepted will be analyzed
and the intelligence derived therefrom submitted to the appropriate head-
quarters for the necessary action.

3. United States Army Commanders and the Commanding General, AFWESPAC,
within their respective zones of action, are charged with the responsibility
for the measures necessary to insure compliance with the instructions
contained in Paragraphs 1 and 2 immediately above.

- 15 -
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SECTION XIII

ECONOMIC, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGIC.L INTELLIGENCE

1. The Japanese have made considerable progress in their industrial
economy, science and technology since the beginning of the war. Their
developments in these fields, particularly insofar as they have been
adapted for war purposes, should be fully investigated and exploited.

2. The War Department vill furnish a lost of target objectives
which are expected to be productive of intelligence of this nature. Re-
sponsibility for seizure of such objectives is defined in Section.IV.

3. When exploitation of these objectives by experts dispatched by
the War Department commences, the results acquired will fall into three
broad categories:

(1) Documents: No document will be removed except under the
procedure specified in Section V.

(ii) Materiel: This will normally be evacuated through estab-
lished technical channels. It vill not be taken out of Japan without
the approval of the nearest appropriate technical intelligenco staff
and that staff will be responsible for forwarding this information
through normal technical channels to GHQ AFPAC.

(iii) Reports of Experts: A copy of every report made will be sent
to GHQ AFPAC together with all associated information obtained.

4. German Intelligence.
It is possible that intelligence may be available in Japan on

German inventions, manpower, technical developments, economy,.etc. Such
information may prove valuable in the administration of occupied Germany
and should be forwarded to the War Department through normal channels.

SECTION XIV

THE INTEI]IGENCE ORGANIZATION IN TOKYO

1. TOKYO, the capital, is the intelligence nerve center for the
entire Japanese Empire. While the city has undergone destructive fire
and demolition raids, the preponderance of military and civil organizations
in the urban area lend credence to the assumption that documents and other
information of extreme importance to the US Government may still be rc-
covered; "other information" refers to the interrogation of officials, who
may be apprehended when the city is occupied.

2. An advanced echelon of G-2, AF2AC, and a Document Center (ATIS
Advon) may be.established in Tokyo to TWork with sections of Signal, Ordn-
ance and Chemical Intelligence agencies.

3. Buildings housing the following organizations are believed to
contain information which will be of immense assistance in the demobil-
ization of the Japanese armed forces and the establishment of war crimes
guilt:

Imperial Palace (Archives Section)
Imperial General Staff
War Department
Navy Department
Aviation Department
Military Police Headquarters
War College
Metropolitan Police Bureau
Foreign Office
Diet Building
Home Office
Communications Office
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Inspectorate General of Military Training
Army Engineering School
Military and Naval Arsenals
German Embassy

4, The attention and Counter Intelligence personnel is invited
to the possibility of depredations by fanatical members of organizations
such as the Black Dragon Society, the Young Men's Association, Military
Police, Junior Officers' League and the military Special Service
Organization (Tokumu Kikan) which has functions similar to the former
Gostapo.
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GE TnR AL EIDQLRTRE S . .- .
UTIHITED STATES ARMIY FORLCES, PiACTFI'I i ,

PMilitary Intelligence Section, Genei t Sff l

Annex 5 e

G»2 Estinate of the Enerm Situation
With Respect to "Blacklist"

PART I

Military Situation:

See; "G-2 Estismate of the Enemy SituationA, With Respect to operations

Against Kyushu - Honshu (Abbreviated), 21. Ilarch 1945"1 "G-2 Esti1maate of

the Enemy Situation W'ith Respect to An Operation Against Southern KYushu,

25 April 1945" as subsequently amended; "G-2 stimUate of the Ehemy Situa-

tion with respect to An Operation Against the Tokyo Plain of Honshu, 31

R/y 19451" as subsequently amended; Such Additional G-2 Estimates of the

Eneny Situation Tith Respect to Specific Areas in Japan as may subsequently

Be Issued; Current "Ionthly Summary of Enemy Dispositions"; Current

"Daily Intelligence Summaries"; A.G.S., Te-rrain Studies Nos. 131, 132,

13L;, 136-10, inclusive; A.G.S. Terrain Handbooks Nos. 8h-92 inclusive.

Note: The estimates listed above contain forecasts of military disposi-

tions to Fall 1945 (Kyushu) and Spring 1946 (Honshu); they vill be cur-

rently brought up-to-date by a series of operations andme nts, ewhich reach

all addressees of G-3 Staff Studies, Plans and Operations Instructions,

PART II

Economic-Demographic-Geographical Situation.

1. Introduction:

The Commander of each occupied area iill be faced not only with the

problem of initial control of the Japanese Military Forces in his area,

but essentially also of controlling and to some extent of maintaining the

civil population. Therefore resources and installations, both military

and civilian, are factors in planning and executing his occupation mission.

Data with respect to the above factors are covered by the current Japanese

Series of the A.G.S. Terrain Studies, Special Reports and Handbooks viz;
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TERRAIN
STUDIES

No.

Phase I
Kanto Plain 132
Shimonoseki-Yawata 131,137
Kobe-Osaka-Kyoto 136
Aomori-Ominato 140
Keijo-Jinsen(Korea)

Phase II
Nagasaki-Sasebo 131
Nagoya ,134
(-?- -- -.- /n rwrv^ ( ; -A- \

a uap'u-J \: nuKl'u.lUU
Otomari
Fusan-Chinkai (Korea)

Phase III
Hiroshima-Kure
Kochi (Shikoku)
Okayama
Tsuruga
Sendai
Niigata

137
138
137

139
m-

Taiden-Gunzan-Zenshu (Korea)
i

6�i:! ::: : i-i!
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SPECIAL TEIRiiNTr Gu
REPORTS HANDBOOKS

No. No.

-99,,100,101
88

95, 94

106
'.

I-

104
105
106

102

103
106

85
97

92
90
93

2. The occupation areas, and objectives, as listed in para 3-a of the

Basic Plan, are shown on attached maps, in Phases I to III incl., in

relation to the textual coverage of the A.G.S. Studies.

a. Areas Covered: See Iaps 1 and 2.

b. Applicable Sections: Information in the respective categories

is presented in all terrain studies under the following Standard sections,

tables of contents viz:

Military importance
Port and Harbors
Anchorages
Description of Coast Line
Physiography
Vegetation
Rivers
Lakes and Swamps
Airfield and Seaplane Bases
Roads and Railroads-
Other Transport
Signal Communication
Cities and Townms
Resources.including Water Supply
Population
Administration
Medical Problems
Climate & Meteorological Conditions

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

II
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII
XIII
XIV

XV
XVI
XVIIXVIII
XIX
XX
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ANNE.X 5 f

"BLACKLI ST"

Evacuation of Allied Prisoners
Of War and Civilian Internees

1. Mission:

To locate United Nations prisoners of war and internees (defini-

tion: Appendix 1) in areas within scope of "BLACKLIST" operations and

to provide for them adequate food, shelter, clothing and medical care.

To further provide for their registration and evacuation +- rear areas.

All Allied prisoners of war in Japanese custody, including merchant

seamen, are repatriated at the earliest possible date consistent with

nilitary operations. The urgency of this mission is second only to

military operations and to the maintenance of the forces of occupation.

2. Facts and AssItoptions:

a. Best estimates indicate there are approximately 36,000

personnel of various categories located in approximately 140 carps

(details: Appendix 2).

b. In most instances this personnel will be in extremely

poor physical condition requiring increased diet, comforts and medical carE

c. Poor housing and sanitary conditions will require immediate

large scale transfers to best available facilities to be peremptorily

commandeered.

d, Complete reclothing will be imperative.

e. Records in general will be incomplete for both survivors

and deceased.

3. Responsibility:

a. Commanding Generals of Armies, within their respective

areas, are responsible for:

(1) The location, care and safeguarding of all Allied

recovered personnel.

(2) Providing billets, food, clothing, comforts and

,medical care.

(3) The initial processing (completion of RPD form #44 end

#23, Incl 1 to Circulars 19 and 20, this hecdquarters,

da.ted 9 July L94-54, ~ :

fa' Laj L j
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near(4) The establishment of

ports of embarkation

(5) Evacuation of recovered personnel including all records,

to recoveree disposition centers established by Command-

ing General, LFYESPCI, in the Philippines.

(6) The collection and preservation and forwarding of all

records that may be captured pertaining to recovered

personnel.

(7) Exacting from the Japanese Civil Government and Military

Command, in their respective areas, the maximum resources

and facilities available to assist in the accomplishment

of (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) above.

(8) The assumption of the operation of -llied prisoner of war

and internment camps located within their respective area~

b. The Commanding General, -FRESP.C, is responsible for:

(1) The receipt, billeting, rationing, clothing and medical

care of recovered personnel in recoveree disposition

centers established in the Philippines.

(2) The processing and evacuation from the Philippines of

Prisoners of 1iar and civilian internees after clearance

by this Headquarters, and as arranged with the Govern-

mental authorities concerned.

(3) Equipping of teams described in 4a(l) (2)aad (3) below*

c. This headquarters will:

(1) Exact from the Japanese Government and Imperial High

Command such assistance in handling of Allied prisoners

of war and internees as may be appropriate, reference

3b(2) (h) 1 & 2 Annex 5b.

(2) Be responsible for the organization and training of

necessary liaison, recovery and final processing teams.

(3) Arrange for required Allied representatives to accompany

each team.

2-
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4. Roquirements:

a. Personnel:

(1) Liaison teams:

One group of 3 officers and 3 enlisted men (1 each U.S.,

British and Dutch) attached to each army (3) and each

Corps (7).

(2) Recovery Te.ms:

One recovery team for each 500 POWs (approximately 70

toams), each composed of tw-o officers (1 U.S. and 1

British) and four enlisted men (3 U.S. and 1 British).

Twelve recovery teams of 1 enlisted man each (Dutch),

to be attached as needed.

(3) Final Processing Center:

One Replacement Depot augmented by one British and one

Australian processing unit comparable to a Replacement

Battalion.

b. Supplies and Equipment:

(1) For prisoners of war and internees

(a) Ample clothing and equipment to meet the needs of

comfort for each individual including women and child-

ren.

(b) Subsistence of proper type and quantity.

(c) Medical supplies and facilities to insure adequate

medical care.

(2) For teams indicated in 4a(l) and (2):

To be furnished in accordance wt~ith table of allowances

to be published later.

c. First available air, motor or w-ter transportation is used to

expedite movement of recoverees from their camps through dis-

position centers to their final destinations. Movement by air

is utilized to the maximum extent.

-3-
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5. Source of Means;

a. The Adjutant General and the Commanding General Special

Troops of this headquarters to provide and train liaison and recovery

teams; Commanding General AFWESPAC will establish and operate a final

processing center.

b. Army commanders and Commanding General, AFlESSPAC, in

accordance with 3a and 3b above, to provide security and messing detach-

ments (4a (4)) and supplies and equipment indicated in paragraph 4b

above.

c. The Commanding General of each Army and the Commanding

General, AFWESPAC, are responsible to furnish air, motor or water trans-

portation as may be needed in the movement of recoverees for whom

they have responsibility under 3a and 3b above.

6. Concept of Operation:

a. Axis of evacuation;

(1) Camps vhere found - recoveree disposition centers -

final processing center - destination: for American,

Canadian, British and Australian only. Nationals cf

other United Nations are held in final disposition

centers until provision has boon made for their dis-

position by their respective governments.

(2) Method: Highest priority air, motor or wiater trans-

portation is provided in the movement of recoveroes

by commanders responsible under 3a and 3b above. Move-

ment by air is used in the maximum extent. With the

exception of priority given to the evacuation and

ropatriation of the sick and wounded, no distinction

to be made in evacuation or repctriEtion as reg.rds,

rank, service or nationality.

b. Letter of instruction setting forth policies and proce-

dures for the handling and processing of this personnel are furnished

clter by this headquarters to all concerned.

Appendix 1 - Definition of POWs and Internees.

Appendix 2 - Detailed information on POW camps.

-4- C
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"BLACKLIST"

Basic Plan, Care And
Evacuation Of Allied Prisoners
Of War and Civilian Internees

DYFINITION: UNITED NATIONS PB.ISI01TRS OF WAR

1. The tern, "United Nations prisoners of war", as used herein

includes all personnel held in Japanese custody:

a. Who are or have been members of, or persons acconpanying o:

serving with, the armed forces of any of the United Nations, or

b, Who as nembers of the armed forces of countries occupied

by Japan have been captured by the Japanese while engaged in serving

the cause of the United NTations and who under the rules and customs of

war, should be treated as prisoners of war even though not recognized

as such by Japan, or

c. Who are or have been members of or serving with the mere-

chant marine of any of the United Nations.

2. Such term does not include personnel who, although formerly

held in Japanese custody as prisoners of war, have accepted release

from the status in exchange for erploymnnt in or by Japan. Persons in

this category,aftor appropriate identification will be dealt with as

displaced persons.

DEFInTTIONs' CIVILIAN INTEPTEE

A civilian internee is a person without a military status,

detained by the enemy , who is not a national of the Japanese Empire

as constituted on 10 July 1937.



"BLACKLIST"

Basic Plan, Care And
Evacuation of Allied Prisoners
Of War And Civilian Inter:s-es

PRISONER OF -WAR ENCAMPMENTS

JAPAN - HOKKAIDO

Name:

Coordinates:

Name:

Coordinates:

Name

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

ABASIIRI

44001'N., 144016'E

ASAH IGAWA;

43°46'N., 142°22'E. (A-S L764)

TAKODA'iTE T'AIN CATP

41°46'N., 140°42!E.

400-336

U. S., British, Canadian, Dutch, Estonian,
Australian

TAKODATE

41 o465., 140 0 42'E.

200

U. S.

TAKODATE DIVISIO TAL CAMP

Northwest of city in a wooded valley - faces
south in pine-covered hills.

400-500

American and British Imperial

KATISO Detachment Camp No. 1 - HAKODATE Extension
Camp No. 1

41°50'N., 140°40'E.

170

British, U. S.

KUTSHIRO0

42 0 58'T., 144 0 23'E. (AYS L764)

_ I _



Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Name:

Coordinates:

Name:

Coordinates

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

MOURORAN, Secondary Camp No. 1 - HAKODATE Sub
Camp No, 1

420 19'N., 1410 0ooE.

428

U. S. British, Dutch

OTARU

43 0 121N., 141°00 1Eo

Reported possibly closed

RAIBA

420 38-N,, 140°26'E. (AMS L764)

Believed closed.

SAAPPORO

43o031N,, 141020 i E, (AMS L764)

One RAF

T OM.AKOlMAI

42037'N., 141 0 31'E. (AMS L764)

200

40 women reported moved here from ZENTSUJI

- 2.-
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NORTHERN HONSHU

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Name:

Coordinates:

Name:.

Coordinates:

Name:

Coordinates:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Name:

Coordinates:

Name:

Coordinates:

Name;

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

AKITA

37046'N., 1400 29'E. (AMS L773)

141

FUKUSHIMA No. 222

37o46tN., 140 0 29'E. (AMS L773)

141

Civilian internment

FURUMAKI STATION

40 040'N., 141021'E. (AMS L773)

900-1000

IWAKE Coal Mine, or YUWAKI

Approx. 37002'N., 140050'E. (AMS L773)

1000

KAMAI SHI

39°16'N., 141°53'E. (AIS L773)

KANAZAWA

36033150 11N., 136039'30"E. (AMS L774)

KAT SUYAMA

360 04 1N., 136030'E.

KOMATSU NAVAL AIRFIELD

36 0 22'N., 136°23'E. (AMS L774)

200

MAT SUMOTO

36°13'N., 137°58'E.

MURAKAEI I

38011'N., 139 0 29 1E. (AMS L773)

NAOETSU, NIIGATA KEN

370 10'N., 138°15'E. (AMS L773)

50-300

Australian

NIIGATA Sub Camp No. 5

�--c� v,~l
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Coordinates:

Number:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

37055tN., 139°035'E|.

350-900

OHASHI

39 0 16'N., 1410 44'E. (

600

SENDAI

38015N.,, 140°531E.

27 Civilian internment

U. S., Canadians.

IMS L773)
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Name:

Coordinates:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationalityi

Name s

Coordinates:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

JAPAN - TOKYO BAY AREA

AVYrA K'A WATARn

35° 40'N., 1390 441E. (AMS L774)

DENEM CHOFU MONASTERY

35° 35'N., 1390 42'E. (AMS L774)

12

Civilian Internment camp. Reported closed.

FUKAGAWA WARD

350 40'N., 139° 50'E. (AMS L774)

KAWASAKI SUB CAMP No, 2,

35b0 38tN, 139 40E. (AMS L774)

308, Another source, 241.

British, Dutch, American

NARASHINO

350 42'N., 1390 59'E. (AMS L774)

Formerly reported at an airfield which is now
a drill ground. Camp unlocated in this area.

OMORI NO. 8 TOKYO Camp, ORORI-KU IRRIARAI
KILA)

350 351N., 1390 441 30"E. (AMS L774)

611

British, American, Australian, Others.

SHIBA PAPR

350 39'N., 1390 45'E. (AMS L774)

SHIBAURA DOCKS

350 38130"N., 1390 45'30"E. (AMS L774)

100-600

SHINAGAWA No. 1

350 36'30"N., 1390 45'E. (AMS L774)

60-250

68 U. S. Civilians

SHINJUKU CAMP

350 41'N., 1390 43'E. (AMS L774)

-5-
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Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Name:

Coordinates:

Name:

Coordinates:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality::

U. S.

SUfMIREJO (SULTJIRE GAiTKAN)

Information insufficient for pin-pointing

One source stated camp closed. Civ. & POWs.

TAiKTANOBABA

350 42'N., 1390 42'E (AM L 774)

3300

1108 U. s.

TO _IO SECTIONAL CALP.

(See EIRAh0-?A Camp No. 3 in area 3 Miscellaneous.)

UENO PARK

350 42' 40"N., 1390 46440"E. (AIS L 774)

ACHI YAMlAIITA

35° 26vN., 139o39vE (AL:S L 774)

Civilian Internment

KtlANAG.h-AVA CAPT

350 25,50 tN., 1390 40fl8fE. (A2 SL 774)

540-1500

U. S.,U . K., Dutch.

!KA7-ASAiI CABP

Reported on outskirts of town, 2 to 3 kilometers
from NISSAN Auto factory,

Several thousand reported,

IKAWAlSAI BUNSHO No. 1

350 31N,., 1390 42vE. ('AILS L 774)

400

21 U. S.

KVASK I D ETACBIENT CAMP No. 5

350 30'N., 1390 28tE. (AMS L 774)

400

22 Civilians from WAKE. 256 U. S. One source
reports 265 iAmericans.

l



Name:

Coordinates:

NEGISHI RACE COURSE

35° 25'N., 139° 38'30"E.

Number: 11

Nationality, Mostly civilians, but there may be a few POWs.

Name: NOGEYAMA PARK

Coordinates: 350 2630"1 N., 1390 37130"E

Number:. 2000

Name: OLD CITY HALL, YOKOHAMA

Coordinates: 350 26130"N., 1390 37'30"E. (AMS L774)

Number: 100

Name: TAKAZAI

Coordinates: KANAGAWA SECTION - unlocated, no coordinates.

Name: TOKYO CAMP NO. 3

Coordinates: 350 27'N., 1390 281E. (AMS L774)

Name: TOKYO CAMP CO. 5

Coordinates: 350 28'N., 139° 38'E. (AMS L774)

Name: TSURUMA

Coordinates: (See KAWASAKI BUNSHO Detachment Camp No. 5 or
KAWASAKI Branch No. 1)

Name: TOTSUKLA

Coordinates: 350 24'N., 139° 32'E. (AMS L774)

Nationality: Civilian internment.

Name: YOKOHAMA No. 5

Coordinates: 350 26'N., 1390 28'E. (AMS L774)

Number:; 1000

Nationality: 96 U. S.

Name: YOKOHAMA YACHT CLUB BOATHOUSE

Coordinates: 35 26'N., 1390 40'E., (AMS L774)

Number: 16 women, 4 Australian a rmy nurses.

Nationality: Civilian internment

There is a reported POW camp adjacent to Target 52, AOF 90.17

which consists of two-storied barracks buildings 50 x 100 meters,

housing 200-250 men. A Japanese PW reports that many factories
7
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in this area have special POW stockades attached to them some

containing as many as 2000 men. No definite locations except

that near Target 52 have been reported.

Name: ATAMI

Coordinates: 350 06'N., 139° 04'E., (AMS L774)

Nationality: Officers camp

Name: .. CIBA

Coordinates: 35° 35tN., 140° 07E. (AMS L774)

Number: 100

Name: FUJI

Coordinates: 350 08'N., 138° 29'E. (AMS L774)

Name: FURASHI

Coordinates: 35° l0'N., 138° 57'E.

Nationality: Unlocated

Nane: HAKONE

Coordinates: 350 17'N., 1390 02'E. (AMS L774)

Number: 200

Name: KIRAOKA CAMP NO. 3 (Tokyo Sectional Camp)

Coordinates: 350 48'N., 1400 43 1 E.

Number: 224.. One source states 757 U. S. POWs have been
here.

Nationality: U. S. and British

Name: KITA COTYGARA MURA

Coordinates: 350 06'N., 140° 12'E.

Nationality: Civilian internment.

Name: KOMINATO

Coordinates: 350 07'N., 140° 13'E. (AMS L774)

Name: OFUNA

Coordinates: 35° 20'N., 139° 33'E.

Name: URAGA

Coordinates: 350 14'N., 1390 431E. (AMS L774)/

Name: URAWA (SAITAMA)

: -- KV 8,
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Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

356 51'N., 139" 39'E. (AMS L774)

56

Civilian internment, 3 U.S.

YAMASHITA (YAMAKITA) No. 1

35° 22'N., 139° 05'E. (AMS L774)

48

7 US.

YOKOSUKA

350 18'N., 1390 38'E. (AMS L774)

200

ZENTSUJI CAMP No. 61

340 14'N., 133° 461E. (AMS L775)

800-4000, one source as of 1945, reports 468
total.

U. S.

ZENTSUJI SUB CAMP NO, 3

Reclaimed ground near seashore. Wood and mud
huts

333

Dutch

-9-
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Name:

Number:

Tational ty:

Name:

Coordinates:

ITame :

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name :

Coordinates:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

,T1ationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

ame:

Coordinates:

lLNumb er:

Nationality:

Name

Coordinates:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Name

Coordinates:

Numbe r

Nationality:

JAPAN - CETTRT L EI-IT '1TU "'TD

AICFHI

15

Civilian Internment

GIFUT - frAGARA R OTEL

35°27' LN., 136047'E.

NAGOYA CAlFI

35°10'N., 136°55'E.

3357 - several thousand reported December 1944.

2000 U.S.

NTAGOYA rTILITTfRi IVT'CET.'NT C.A' TP

350 11'N., 136054'E.

YT:NRTTrI Sub Camp No. 11

35005,N., 136057'E.

300-748

British, Canedian, Dutch and others.

NARITUI DAlDO ELECTRIC STEIL PLANT

35°05 N., 136 0 54'E. One source,35°05 !I.,13857tE.

700 - one source re;ports 100.

TSURUT? I P 'RK

35°09'05""N., 136°55 202E.Q

3357 - one source 4000-5000

2000 U. S.

UENO CArP

34046'N., 136 008'E.

AMPIGASAKI SITB CAMP

34°43'N., 135°26'E. (A S L889)

192

U. K.

KOSHITEN IOTEL

34°4O3'N. 135°221E.

MINATO KU (UNDOJO )iE)

34 0 39'N., 135027'E (AMS 340738)

2000

American, Australian, In
10



Name:

Coordinates:

lNumber

Nationality:

arme e

Coordinates:

Number :

Na tionali ty:

NaTT-e:

Coordinates:

Numb e r:

Name:

Coordinates:

ITationalityt

iNamo :

Coordinates:

N'umrber°

NEare :

Coordinates:

Ta!me :

IarmeI- ri -. ¢le e

Coordinates:

Nunmbe r

Nationalit 1 i t:

Name:

Coordinates:

Coordinates:

YNumb or:

Nationality:

OSAKA. CE.TRIAL MAtRKET CAfTP

34°40'T., 135°29tE. (A.rS 340887)

50

IT. S.

OSAA PRINCIPAL CAMP

354°38'T., 135°28'E. (AMS 340738)

5C0-1100

UI.S., British

SA T.I PRIS !T

34°L34'o, 135°29'E.

4000

SAXrKTR JI! A

34°O40'i1o, 155°26'E.

900

IT.S., U.K. and 24 Civilians.

SUT! IYOSITI

34036 'C" ., 135029'20 'E,

200-200b

TEY:r OJI PIARKI

3140 38 0" 500\T0 535°30' .

UTI EDA rTSTSJOG
(See OSAKA DET-TRTIL ,'- RYET CAMP):.

YI;'I-C.VATA, F!.TST;i'O CtJO

314391'. 0 , 35 0 26 E. (AP F 3.40738)

70

!us tralian

.'. TAiT']i CAMP

reporteod near Canadian Academy

7FTT'LT CIVIIATT CI L CiP NO. 211

3- °43 '1, 1355111E.

174

131 Americans believed from GUAM



Name:

Coordinates:

Numb e r:

!Tationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Numb er:

Name:

Coordinates:

Numbe r:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nat onali-hy:

Name:

Coordinates;

Name:

Coordinates:

Name

Coordinates:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Name:

Coordinates

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

KALSAfKI SlUB CAIMP NO.

34°40'N., 135q°llE.

423

Dutch, U. S., Australian, U. ..

54041T40!'N., 135°ll011'"E.

100

KOBE DIVISIONAL CAMP (Sub camp No. 11)

34°41 TN., 135°12'E. (AYS 340890)

449, one source 2Zi

pritish, Canadian, Portuguese, 20 Not accounted.

KOBE F:OW HOSPITAL

Unlocated

100

U.S., Fritish, Dutch, Australians.

KR.U-,ff.A's PARK

340 41?iT., 135 0 12'E (iAMS 340890)

OKTURA-YAMAL PLRK

34 0 41'N., 135°0 1'E. (AMS 340890)

ORIENTAL TOTEL

34 41'N., 1350 11'E. (AiMS 340890)
Probably interrogation eenter.

PRISON

Near NANKO TEB.PLE

1200

SEKIGTCHI NO. 201

34°42-'N., 1350 13E. (AMS 340890)

55

Civilian internment camp

SITZARANDAI C AM P

34°4515., 135°10'E (AMFS L775)

- 12 -
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Name: -

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Narme:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Name:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Name:

Coordinates:

Name;

Coordinates:

Number:

AIOSHI

34°50'N., 134°20'E.

U.S.

AIAJI SHIMA

34°16'N., 1340 571E ..

HA-RIINA or 00 BAY CAMP

-314q45., 134 028.,E, -=.-(AITS L775)

400

Dutch

HIDEJI CAMP - OSArLKA DIVISIONAL C.MP NO. 26

34°47'N., 134°37'E. (AS L775)

211-500

U. S.

HIT7JI DIVISIONAL H.Q.

34°480N., 134°44rE. (AFS L775)

5Q0

HIROHTATA DIVISIONAL CAIP
(See HIDEJI CAMP 1O. 26)

INNO SHIMA

34 0 18'N., 133 011'E. (ALS L775)

550 white - reported 100-1500 prisoners from
Malaya

KOBE CAMP.

34°43'N., 134 48'E. (AnS L775) (Approximate
coordinates of river mouth).

300

KOCHI

33°33'N., 133°33'E. (AfS L775)

KITRE

34°17'N., 132°33'E.

2000

- 13 -
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Name:

,ar e :Coordinates:

?[umber :

!aT.me ;
,abmer:
Vrarac- -

Coordinates:

TNumb er :

Nationallty:

Coordinates:

,Turmb e r:

TTame:

Name:

Coordinates-:

s. me :

Numb er:

Nationality:

TName:

Coordinates:

Coordinates:

Number:

'Nationality:

Name :

Coordinates:

TrVr

, j I
OA&~if M W ~

- - %W yWi -- - IWlI -L k -'L :-

35°00tN.,\ 1355°5'E. (Al'S L775) (Coordinates of
town ) .

1000

TMFtA ITSTTRI

35°30 .T, 135°19tE.

3000

FI YOSH I

3-40 9 To , 132 0 49'E.. CA S L775)

T'UIJATI S.T II.. (Sub Camp To. 11)

34°241'N , 135°13'E. (AMt L775)

Reported several hundred.

British reported by one source, total of 80.

NTJ T-I TAn

35057 ,', 133016 'E (AFS L775)

1000

00 r ' zAY CANP
(See TLr RT..IiA )

OSAIA DITVSIONL CAiL I0. 26
(See 7FTi}TJI CIAMT NO. 2 )

SIiNG!

3 3O°453 T 135°59 E. (ArS L775)

SIr- C 3'FP O. 12

Unlocated in Fertil Hiills in mining district.

400

U.S. and Dutch

SUB CArMP NT. 17

Not known

501

IT. S.

35°031'., 134°50'E. (AlIS L775)

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ,,.- - P
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iTame:

Coordinates:

N-ame:

Coordinates:

.Tumb r:

Iationality:

name :

Coordinates:

FIame:

Coordinates:

34u12'N., i35U10OE. (Coordinates of Town)
3410'lOT., 135°15'E. (Coordinates of camp, reoort-
ed).

YODOG-,AA. CA P

34°53'N., 1350435T. (,AS L775)

153, one source reports 300

U. S.

YONICGTO

35°26'T., 133°21'E. (AfS L775)

57. , 3507E. (AS 77
33 0 57'r., 135507'E. (jAIS L775)

- 15 -
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Name:

Coordinates:

lNumber:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Name:

Coordinates:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Name:

Coordinates:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

JATPAN - LvESTEURN HOISHU, KYUSHU A

AI iOURA, NiAGASAKI Prefecture

33°11'N., 1290 40'E. (AMS L571)

300

BLPPU, OITA Prefecture

33 0 17 t No, 131°30'E.

200

Reported tc be for convalescents

FJKUOKA Prefecture

330 35'N., 133023'E.

HIGASHI TIIS0iv CAIiP (Sub Camp ?10)

33 0 56'N., 131°16'E. (AMS L775)

2100

KOKURA, FUKOUKA Prefecture (KOSURA)

33 0 53'N., 1300 53'E. (AM.S L571.)

KU.iALMOTO

32 0 48'N., 1300 53'E (A.IS L571)

100

-TJiU1vE, 1'UDUOTOJA Prefecture

33 0 19'N. 130° 57'E. (AMS L772)

33°56'N. 1300 57'E. (AMS J571)

70

233 U.S. civilians from WAKE

MOTOiHALM orI MOTOYASIA (Sub Camp No. 8)

33 0 57'N., 13111'E. (lAS L775)

160

British

NAGASAKI

32045'N., 129°53'E. (AMS L571)

2000

i



Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Name:

Coordinates:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

OHAMA (Sub Camp No. 9 )

340 03'N., 131 040'E. (AMS L775)

150

British

OMItiNE (Sub Carp No.6) MANAGiUCHI Prefecture

34003'No, 131 013'E. (AMS L775)

1082

Dutch, U.K.

OvmiTTA, FUKUOKA Prefecture

330 01'N., 1309 26'E, (AMS L722)

100-300

0JC-A, FUKUOKA Prefectu-e

33049'N., 130°47'E. (AMS L571)

1000

SADURAJ[IMA., KAGOSHITMA Pref e ecture

310 34'N.. 130 0 36'E. (AMS 1,772)

SASEB0

33°1.1'N., (AMS L571)

500

Possibly Australian

SHIMONOSEKI, YAMAGUCHI Prefecture, CHUGOKA

33058'N., 130 058'E.

500

UBE (Sub Cump Nb.7)

Reported 330 56'N., 131 016'E. (AMS L775)

258

U.S., British

YAW'ATA

330521N., 130 49'E (AMS L571)

800-1000

- 17 - KUW 2*-K ^ .
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Name:

Coordinates:

Nu'mbe r:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Nationality:

Name:

Coordinates:

Nurber:

Nationality-

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Name:

Number:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number

Nationality:

Name:

Nationality:

KOREA

PUSAN (PUTSAN), NICIKI

35° 06' N., 129° 02 E.

120-500

Australian, American

JINSEN - NT.EWJ DIVISIONTAL CAT P

37°28YN., 1260 38'E.

252

KEIJO # 31

37°32 N., 126°58'E.

200

American, British & Australian

KEIJO No. 2

37033 N., 1260 58TE.

200

Australian and British

KEIJO

Camp reported across road flom Farade ground on
northeast corner of cross :'oal on way from 78th
Infantry Iegiment Bararacks tc the Parade Ground.

607

United Kingdom, Australian.

KEIJO City Prison

37°33'N., 126 57'E.

2

KOREA Divisional Camp

75

KONAN New DIVISIONAL Camp

39°52'N., 127°35TE.

23

United Kingdom, Australian

KOREA #223

Civilian internment

1U i'~~~~~~~I' ~ 1 -1
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Name:

Coordinates:

Name:

Name:

Coordinates:

Number:

Name:

T/-(C T-TT

Camp reported in city of this name - may be in
CTHTSEINrAI, KOKAIDO, or ZENRAKTAN prefectures.

RYUZAN

(see IEIJO #2)

SEISHIN

41 0 48,N., 129°48'E.

230

REPHO

Coordinates: 3900,'N., 125C40'E.

- 19 -
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OhMINE Sub Como No 6

S*HAMA Sub COrm No 9
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- ;~AIN ANEX 5 g

"BLACKLIST'T"

SU1mDLARY OF PROVISIONS

OF CINCPAC PIAN "CIAllu I 'S f

PERTAINING TO L ' i

NAVAL AiD AMPHIBIOUS PHASES

"BLiACKLIST"' OPERATIONS.

I, TASKS OF NAVAL FORCES.

Conduct the amphibious phases and support thereafter the land phases

of the occupation of strategic areas in JAPAN and KOREA.,

Insure the clearance of mine fields.

Mlaintain lines of communications to the occupied areas.

Ensure the destruction or seizure of all elements of the enemy fleet.

Insure the surrender to Allied control of all enery shipping,

Establish such naval and naval air facilities as are required for the

support of the naval elements of the Occupation Forces.

II,* CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

1, Enemy Situation

Our operations in preparation for OCMYPIC will continue at an

increasing rate to destroy the Japanese economic and industrial organization,

Japanese shipping routes through.the EAST CHINA SEA are closed. Restriction

imposed upon sea comunicaation betwreen JAPAN and the mainland of ASIA by our

surface, air, submarine, and mining operations vill increase. In spite of

impaired communications and heavy damage to the industrial system sustaining

the major Japanese war etffort there will remain, at the time of the

capitulation,. certain establishments which will probably be capable of

supporting strong local assaults upon our Occupation Forces.

Surface forces of the Japanese Navy are no longer able to offer

effective opposition, but some submarines remain capable of damaging surprise

attacks..

Notwithstanding the weakness of Japanese air forces, we cannot

disregard the possibility of air attacks, particularly suicide attacks,

against us during the occupation,

I·a
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u e Iinefields impeding our free access to the

Japanese harbors and coastal waters wvill renain in position at the time of the

surrender. Coast and harbor defenses have until the present escaped destruc-

tion at our hands and nay be capable of inflicting heavy losses upon our

forces.

2, O.n Situation

During the period prior to OLYiFIC and between OIY.MPIC and

COROCUET, a large portion of our naval forces will be rehabilitating and

preparing for succeeding operations. IMost of the amphibious lift will be

engaged in administrative troop and cargo movements, and many ships vill be

undergoing overhaul, It is anticipated, howevert that forces ar. shipping

can be assembled within a reasonable time to support the occupation of the

areas of first'strategic importance, and that the availability of shipping

will progressively improve with the approach of the OL=PIC target date.

Prior to and during OITYMPIC fast carrier <ask forces wll. make

attacks on the Japanese hone islands and will be available at any time for

operations incident to the occupation of JAPAN following unconditional

surrender*

Units of the amphibious support forces will be engaged in

exercising control of the seas, in minesweeping, and in providing security far

elements so engaged, Allowring for these and other minor commitments, it will

be possible tr assemble ru'fficient amphibious support forces for the

occupation without delay.

The critical feature involved in occupying Japanese territory

prior to 1 September 19.5 is the timely assembly of assault shipping at the

mounting areas. It is estimated that by late August about three weeks will

be required for the assembly of sufficient assault shipping in mounting areas

to lift the number of divisions required for the minimum initial occupation.

After I September 1945 no serious problem is presented asnost units are

scheduled to cormlence assembling in the mounting areas for OITMPIC. By 22

September 1945 i is estimated that there will be sufficient assault shipping

available in the mounting areas to lift thirteen reinforced combat divisions

and by 1 October 1)45



.30 Obperations b 1

As long as the.attitude of the Japanese is doubtful,

dispositions, ioverments, and security precautions throughout the approach

and occupation of each objective area T 11 be as .for an a.phibious

operation against an active energy.

The planning and preparation for this operation during the

period preceding 1 November 1945 vill not be permitted to interfere with

the preparations which must be made during that sane period to insure the

successful initiation and execution of the OIYTIPIC operation. Neither Trill

the planning and preparation during the period following OLYIPIC be permitted

to interfere with the preparation necessary for the timely execution of the

CORONET operation, It is therefore necessary that the planning and

preparation for the occupation of strategic areas of JAPAN-in the event of

her sudden collapse or surrender be carefully integrated into the overall

plans for the-conquest of JAPANo

The planning and execaution will be coordinated with the Cor-

nander-in-Chief; United StatesAtrrIy Forcesj Pacific, Command responsibilities

and command relationships will be as prescribed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

The naval phases of the occupation -will be conducted primarily

by the THIRD and FIFTH Fleets.. The forces in the PHILIPPINES will support

the operation according to their resources and.as the circumstances may

indicate at +he time, Te THIRD Fleet will consist essentia ly of the fast

carrier task groups; the FIFTH Fleet will include the amphibious, support,

and mine forces, The coordination and. overall c&ntrbl: o0! ', all. .e1etsrah' other

ravt'l forcess will.bie exercied .by:the Ccrnma.deor-lnChief, U,S.. Pacific- Fleet,

- f -tir the .'surrender of JLPA' it is estimated that .ttAro;.to four

Wreetk.will be. required to assemble assault shipping, mount troops, and move

to the assigned areas.,

3-
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Phases I, II and III - Occupation of JAPAN by U. S. Army Forces

During these phases of the operation, selected major strategic c

centers of JAPAN and KOREA w-ill be occupied by U.S. Army Forces covered and

supported as-required by available naval forces.

The preparation and conduct of the operations will be decent-

ralized to designated Army Commanders and corresponding Naval Task Force

Commanders to the greatest extent consistent with essential coordination.

Cormmanders, Sixth, Eighth, and Tenth Armies will be charged by CINCAFPAC

with the coordination of planning of operations within their respective

assigned areas of responsibility.

An Amphibious Force Commander will be designated to conduct the

movement to the objective of the force assigned each army. Coimander THIPD

Amphibious Force vrill move the Eighth Army, Commander FIFTH Amphibious Force

the Sixth Army and Commander SEVENTH Amphibious Force, the Tenth Army. The

coordination and overall control of these amphibious forces wvill be exercised

by Commander Amphibious Forces Pacific Fleet (COILPHIBSPAC).

In post-Phase I operations in JAPAN Proper and KOREA, Amphibious

Force Commanders wvill arrange with the Arly Commanders concerned for

employment of short-range amphibious forces with appropriate supnort on a

scale of one divisional lift per Army area as may be required for naval and

amphibious phases of such operations.

III. NAVAL AIR FORCES

1* Forces Available

Four (4) or five (5) carrier task groups will be available for

the support of the operation and can be deployed in a relatively short time.

Similarly, four (4) divisions of CVE's will be available. Naval shore-based

air forces probably available are listed belor:

'MAIANAS

July August September, October Novemser February 1946

VPB(HL) Sqs 5 5 5 5 4 h

OKINAWA

July August September October November February 19k6

VPB(MIS) Sqs 8 8

VPB(HS) Sqs 1 I 1. li
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KYUSHU

July August September October November February 1946

VLFF Gps 3 3

VF7(N) Sqs 2/3 2/3

VLIB Gps 1

VISB-MVfTB Gps 1

VPB(HL) Sqs

2, Operations

a. Carrier Forces

Fast Carriers

All fast carrier task groups will be assigned initially

to the Third Fleet under the operational control of Comnander THIRD Fleet.

The fast carrier task force will provide general support for this operation.

Carrier-based aircraft wrill provide general support and

cover, rill conduct" air strikes as nay be required, will conduct reconnaissance

and surveillance of objective areas and will maintain a show of force over

these areas.

Escort Carriers

Escort carriers assigned to the occupation forces vwill

provide air cover for the movement of these forces to the objective areas, and

will provide direct air support if required.

Transport Carriers

Transport carriers will operate with the logistic support

groups to provide replacement aircraJ tva')and pilots and aircrews. As

required, they will transport garrison aircraft to the objective area,

b. Shore Based Air Forces

Fleet Air Wings

-Fleet Air Wrings will conduct extensive search and reconnais-

sance operations in the waters surrounding the Japanese home--islands, including

the INLAITD SEA, and in waters adjacent to Japanese holdings on the Asiatic

mainland,

- -
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If required, they will conduct overwater search and attack

on minor enemy naval forces and shipping in conjunction-with submarines and

other naval forces,

CORIIAPNA1S will provide a streamlined advanced air base

assembly for early movement to YOKOSUKA. COIMAIRPAC vill provide three

advanced air base assemblies for employment in the vicinity of IKURE, SASEBO,

NAGASAKI and OMINATO. He vill also augment the assembly at YOKOSUKA and

replace personnel and equipment drawn from the MAIRIANAS.

Naval and Iarine air units will be installed at the naval

bases as follows :

YOKOSUKA 1 VMF Gp (including 1 i.F(N) Sq)

2 VPB (IS) Sqs (tender based initially)

NATS Terminal

SASEBO-NAGASAKI 1 MiF Gp (including 1 W,(N) Sq)
(Site to be selected)

2 VPB(MS) Sqs (tender based)

NATS Terminal

KUIE 2 L3R aq

1 VPB(LTIS) Sq (tender based)

NATS Terminal

OMINATO 1 VPB(1S)' Sq

NATS Terminal

Seaplane search squadrons'may be replaced by land plane

squadrons if developments necessitate,

IV, NAVAL FORCES

1. Forces Available.

Fast carrier task groups, both American and British, are

organized and will be prepared to:,provide general air support for these

operations at any time,

Elements of the forces normally used in amphibious support will

be engaged in upkeep, training and minor operations during August, September

and October., No difficulty is anticipated in assembling a sufficient

number of these forces for the operation.



Assault shipping during August will be actively engaged in

administrative troop and cargo movements in the PACIFIC. This employment

includes the SOUTH PACIFIC roll-up, amphibious training in the PHILIPPINES,

roll-up of the SOUTHWEST PACIFIC rear areas, and forward lift from the lWest

Coast into the PACIFIC OCEAN areas. The preponderance of available assault

transports and cargo vessels vill be operating in forward lifts fron the

West Coast, If 'CAIPUS is executed during this period it is anticipated that

provisional transport squadrons will be organized from the available shipping.

It is estimated that approximately two weeks will be required to assemble

sufficient assault shipping in the Western Pacific to mount seven combat

divisions during the period 1 - 1 August, eight combat divisions during the

period 15-31 August, and nine combat divisions during the period 1-15

September. In September assault shipping -ill be proceeding to the mounting

areas for OIYIP-IC. Two squadrons are scheduled to assemble in the HAlWAIIAIJ

area by 2 September while the last squadrons are scheduled to be available

in the PHILIPPINES by 20 September. It is estimated that sufficient assault

shipping w-ill be available to mount eleven combat divisions during the

latter part of September. Fourteen transport squadrons will be operating

continuously in the WESTERN PACIFIC from October through IMarch and will be

available on relatively short notice: to mount Occupation Forces as required.

A schedule of assault shipping estimated to be available in the

Eastern and Wssetern Pacific areas follows:

-1-15 15-31 1-15 15-30
AUGUST AUGUST SEP TEMIBER SEPTEMIBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER

EP FP' EP P EP P W1 EP WPF EP WP NTP

APA 116 75 74 90 52 131 30 165 30 3180 212

AP 17 0 17 0 717 0 17 0 0 17 17

APH 'O 2 0 2 0 3 0 3 0 3 3

AKA. 4 37 26 43 17 57 13 65 12 79 95

LSD ? 6 7 6 3 .10 3 10 13 13

LSV 1 5 1 5 0 6 0 6 o 6 6

LST 100 500 100 500 125 500 10 0 550 50 600 600

LS I 503 3550 0 350 50 350 50 350 20 380 400

APD 18 29 18 49 24 9 0 73 89




